
4.4.2 There are established systems and procedures for maintaining and utilizing 
physical, academic and support facilities - laboratory, library, sports complex, 
computers, classrooms etc. 

 Response: 

All buildings are periodically inspected and necessary repairs are carried out as per the 
maintenance budget. Management is keen of quality and thus qualitative paint is applied to 
make sure no cracks and leaks are present. The building is provided with RO water Plant, 
Greenery lawns, plants and trees are well maintained in the campus. Lab equipment are 
serviced by the concerned manufactures and service personal. Where ever necessary Annual 
Maintenance Scheme is also made use of. Spacious Seminar halls are provided with LCD 
Projectors, with Air conditioning facility, computer system, Internet facility and microphones. 
The requests are attended as soon as possible and if needed, taken for further processing like 
procurement of spares etc. Continuous up gradation of technology and the infrastructure is 
one of the quality policies of the institution. The institution provides IT enabled teaching 
learning environment in the campus round the clock. Laboratories: All laboratories are 
equipped with required equipments according to the AICTE norms also are provided with the 
basic necessities. The new equipments are bought when ever necessary and repair works 
simultaneously takes place. Library: We do have a very spacious, well equipped Central 
Library with references and text books, journals, magazines, newspapers etc., Learning 
facility is provided which covers a wide set of applications and processes including computer 
based and virtual learning. Library staff keeps the library pleasant so that serious studies are 
carried out. Library staff helps students and always supports the students to provide them the 
required books and information. New books , journals and rare books are bought according to 
the requirement and repair works take place whenever necessary. Sports Complex: We have a 
Sports Complex which comprises of a room for Indoor games, spacious field for outdoor 
games, Gym with some equipment, spacious Yoga room where faculty members and students 
use for meditation and practice yoga. Generally students are encouraged to play after the 
college hours. According to their time table one can come and pick the game they choose for. 
Even faculty members too can avail this opportunity. New sports equipments are purchased 
according to the requirement and repair is taken place simultaneously. We do have the facility 
of Indoor games inclusive of table tennis, chess, caroms etc., which are maintained very well 
and even outdoor game courts are well designed and maintenance takes place continuously. 
Computers: The institute is totally provided with good number of systems with Internet and 
LAN facility with good speed and optical fibers. There are lincenced Software too. 

Classrooms:  The Institution has sufficient well furnished and spacious classrooms with 
minimum facilities required. There is good cross ventilation and pleasant environment. Every 
department has a E-Classroom. Daily cleaning of classrooms, laboratories and toilets is 
maintained. Separate departments are available for maintaining the following: Electrical lines 
and equipment Civil Works Transport-drivers Computer servicing House Keeping Any 
pending or unattended request beyond a week will reach the Administrative department for 
necessary follow up and remedial actions. 


